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The new Chair welcomed the Standing Advisory Committee on Consumer Affairs (SACCA) 
to the meeting and acknowledged the traditional owners of the land.  

Member issues  
The meeting noted that the issue of consumers being unable to afford calls to insurance 
service lines from their mobiles during the Queensland floods. ACCAN requested case 
studies of this issue to determine how best to address the matter. The meeting then 
discussed wireless Internet routers which are open to the public unless a password is set. It 
was suggested that to ensure wireless security, service providers should inform consumers 
of a password and then disable an Internet connection until the password is changed by the 
consumer.  
 

ACMA ‘Reconnecting the Customer’ inquiry  
The meeting was then informed that complaints to the Telecommunications Industry 
Ombudsman have increased by 80% in previous years. Many industry representatives have 
blamed market growth for an increase in complaints. ACCAN was then commended on 
previously developing a pro forma letter of support for members that was submitted to the 
ACMA’s ‘Reconnecting the Customer’ inquiry. It was suggested that ACCAN do the same for 
the upcoming ACMA inquiry draft report.  
 
NBN Co. presentation  
NBN Co then presented to the meeting. NBN Co. aims to connect 93% of people to fibre and 
the rest of the population will be connected to a combination of fixed wire and satellite. The 
meeting noted that NBN Co does not have direct relation consumers but is developing 
strong processes for consumer engagement and providing adequate notice before NBN 
installation.  
 
General ACCAN update  
The meeting were then informed about ACCAN’s research activities. ACCAN and the Deakin 
University Centre for Sustainable and Responsible Organisations have teamed up with 
matching funds for a research project investigating consumer decision making. The project 
aims to be a reference document for telcos that could help to form a training manual.  
As part of a general update, the meeting noted that ACCAN’s Disability Action Plan will be 
registered with the Human Rights Commission. The meeting was also informed that 
all SACCA members’ appointments will cease this financial year and new SACCA members 
will be appointed and working from 1 July. 
 
Telecommunications Consumer Protection (TCP) Code review  
It was noted that ACCAN has been working very closely with its membership on TCP Code 
issues and had received a high quality response to its January 2011 survey. ACCAN has 
looked at three areas for improvement in the TCP Code including clarity, content and 
compliance. The meeting understood that the TCP Code review Steering Group had 
discussed compliance plans but not resources, auditing or sanctions. 
 
The meeting then agreed to hold the next meeting on 9 June 2011. The Chair then thanked 
SACCA members and closed the meeting.  


